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Editor’s Notes
It has been a real honor and pleasure to contribute as Editor to this special

Story Circle Network Anthology, beginning with the privilege of reading all of the
heartfelt stories and poems that were submitted. I dove headfirst into narratives
and poetry filled with life’s experiences and emotions — tenderness, humor,
nostalgia, loss, love, joy, and awe — writing that brought me into the hearts and
lives of the courageous women who, in the very act of writing, have exposed
pieces of themselves to the world.

The next part of the job, and always my least favorite, was the difficult task of
selecting pieces to include and pieces to exclude. I asked myself, “Which stories
have the most emotional impact? Which ones make me laugh, cry or smile? And
when I have three similar stories — all strong — which one do I include and,
therefore, which two do I exclude?” I would love to say that there’s an exact
science to the selection process, but in the end, the decisions are often subjective.

Finally, there were the tasks of editing and formatting the collective pieces
into this 28-page anthology. James Thurber said of an editor, that “…he should
say to himself, ‘How can I help this writer to say it better in his own style?’ and
avoid, ‘How can I show him how I would write it, if it were my piece?’ ” It has
been my joyful mission to do just that, and I hope that I have been successful in
helping each author clarify, refine, and strengthen her own writing.

Through this process, I have once again been awakened to the power and
beauty of the stories, poems, and songs that we share with one another. As you,
the readers and writers of this anthology, partake of the verbal feast in these pages,
I hope that you are equally awakened and inspired. Bon appétit!
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Fond Memories

In Memoriam
Eileen Kennedy

Missoula MT

If a reference was needed
for a position known as friend,
then I’d sit awhile and think about
a woman known as Jo.

I’d think of the years I knew her,
and I’d write the word loyal.

I’d consider how often she helped me
get through some really tough times,
and I’d write the word caring.

I’d remember the funny anecdotes
we’d share in the all too few
get-together luncheons,
and I’d add the word laughter.

I’d recall the times I may have hurt her,
and I’d note the word forgiving.

I’d remember her smiling eyes,
her kindness and patience,

I’d write of her tolerance and gentleness,
her love without condition,
her acceptance without demands.

Yes, if a reference was needed
for a position known as friend,
I’d sit awhile and think about
a woman known as Jo,

And my pain would ease,
my loneliness diminish.
For though I miss my friend,
I’m glad I have her to remember.
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River Antics and Bicycle Diving
Rose McCorkle

Austin TX

The river was a playground for my family. My brother
Dean, sister Rachel, and I loved to swim, play and fish
every chance we got. But we never knew when our
activities would turn into adventures. One day my father
was walking along a large landing on the riverbank. It had
rained the week before, washing away the dirt, and many
new rocks, shells, and other things had shown up on the
bank. After walking around for a spell he yelled, “Look
what I found — an arrowhead! Come help me look for
more.” The whole family stopped swimming and joined
him. We became amateur archeologists as we scoured the
area for relics.

Soon, Dean said excitedly, “I found another one!”
One by one, each of us began to uncover some piece of

flint that looked like a chipping from the making of tools. I
searched and searched before I squealed, “I found one, I
found one!” But mine was much bigger. “What is it?”

My father took one look and explained that it was a
tool used by the Indians to scrape hides. It was obvious that
we were searching on top of an Indian campsite. After days
of searching for relics, our activities turned back to
enjoying the river.

Some days, we used our rope swing over a wide, deep
area of the river. There were several knots in the rope to
hold onto, and we took turns swinging over the water
yelling, “Banzai!” as we let go and made cannon balls in
the water. The water would splash around me, burying me
in the coolness below the surface. We could swing like
monkeys for hours before hunger would finally drive us
home.

Other days, fishing occupied our time as we waited on
the steep bank for a big catfish to take the bait. I was young
and secretly had a fear that a big one would pull me in.
Sometimes my dad brought home a 25 or 30-pound catfish
from his trotline. Since I was only a little bigger than that
myself, my fear didn’t seem too unfounded.

One time, as we were telling stories, watching our
floats bob in the slow current, mine began to move in
earnest. Then it went completely under. At the same time,
my brother shouted, “Shark!” thinking he would scare the
bejesus out of me, and he did.

I threw the fishing pole, reel and all, in the river sure
that a Great White was about to pull me in and eat me alive.
He and my sister still remind me of that today.

When we weren’t at the river, we rode our bikes up
and down the dirt roads and around the house until we
made ruts. There were just so many times we could ride in
circles before we became bored. One day, my brother
cooked up a brilliant idea. He exclaimed, “Why don’t we
ride our bikes down the riverbank and into the water?” I

stood in disbelief. My mouth was as dry as if it had been
stuffed with cotton. I was only five and was scared of
riding my bike down a steep bank and into the river, but I
was too proud to let him know that.

Soon, my brother and sister found a spot that was
relatively clear of brush and tree limbs. Down the steep
bank Dean flew and went airborne ‘till he hit the water with
a huge splash! I winced in terror. I saw my brother pulling
his bicycle from the river, and he looked not only
unharmed, but also absolutely thrilled. Dean yelled, “Come
on you chickens!” Rachel soon followed with an expectant
expression.

I held back until I knew Rachel had made it. Knowing
both of them were unscathed helped build my courage, but
I could feel my legs tremble as I mounted my bike. I aimed
and, with my eyes shut tight, headed down the path. I felt
myself go flying through the air and opened my eyes just in
time to see the water as my bike and I slammed full force
into the depths. The delight was immeasurable. I was
overwhelmed with water and emotion. I yelled, “Who’s the
chicken now?” I felt two years older as I dragged my bike
back up the bank for another round of bicycle diving. We
did this over and over until we wore ourselves out.

We arrived home, trudging through the kitchen door,
muddy, wet and tired. Mom asked what we had been up to.
Rachel hesitated before confessing, “We’ve been riding our
bicycles down the riverbank and into the water.

Mom was obviously shaken, but she didn’t yell at us.
Instead, she held in her breath and asked, “And you let your
little sister do it, too?”

I piped up and said, “I’m not little. I dragged my bike
up the riverbank just like them.”

Mom nodded and answered, “What doesn’t kill ya
makes ya stronger.” And then she laughed and sent us to
the washtub. 

Cars Are Cars
Bonnie Watkins

Austin TX

“Cars are cars all over the world,” Paul Simon sang in
the ‘70s, “engine in the front, trunk in the back.” Clearly he
didn’t remember the Volkswagen, or “people’s car” in
German, with the engine in the back. It was a 1970 VW
Squareback that I first drove — the one that my fiancé
Dan’s mother and sister had purchased in Germany to drive
around the country together. Although I didn’t have a car,
Dan trusted and loved me enough during our courtship to
allow me to drive it to my student teaching job at the
University of Texas (UT) in Austin.

When he went to UT, Dan’s parents had given him the
choice of taking this rather unglamorous, but eminently
practical, car and money or getting another, sportier model.
Dan, ever the pragmatist, took the VW. It was also our
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getaway car from our wedding that the groomsmen
decorated. To the windshield wipers they tied a 48DD bra.
Inside they scattered rice (traditional symbol of good luck)
and beans (Texas complement to rice) freely on the floor.
Poor graduate students, and both pragmatists, we actually
scooped them up, washed them off in a colander, and ate
them at least twice a week for the first couple of months of
our married life.

My first car was a gold ‘72 Chevrolet Vega. My daddy
bought it for me as I went off to graduate school at
Louisiana Southern University in Baton Rouge (LSU) —
but for only one semester before I wanted to come home to
marry Dan. Daddy proudly popped the hood and showed
all the uncles, “Yeah, boys, look at that new aluminum cam
engine. I think it’s gonna be big.” It wasn’t. It overheated.
Thus, the Vega, like the star it was named for, faded into
the sunset and landed in car junkyards around the country.
Still, it was my first, and I was mighty proud of it.

When Dan came to collect me from LSU and drive
me, the Vega, the U-Haul, and my worldly possessions
back to God’s country — Texas — on one cold January
day, Baton Rouge had its first snow in decades. If you think
that Austin is unprepared for snow, imagine the miles-long
bridges in Louisiana. We slipped and almost slid away
(another Paul Simon song). After progressing a couple of
miles in a couple of hours, we stopped for the night at a
hotel, but we only had a few dollars between us. We
stomped over to a convenience store where we bought a
can of deviled ham, a loaf of white bread, a cherry fried pie,
and one orange. We ate ham sandwiches for dinner and
halved the pie and orange for breakfast. When we rolled
into Austin, we had 20 cents left and celebrated with two
Dairy Queen ice cream cones.

A succession of unnotable cars followed: a couple of
station wagons for the baby years and some hand-me-
downs from different family members. Now, as a senior
citizen, I drive my mother’s immaculate “little old lady
going to church” car with only a few miles on the
odometer.

My son tells me, “Sorry, Mama, but you’re now
officially a little old lady yourself, if you drive a Caddy.”
This, from the son who was truly an Aggie (that’s the
affectionate nickname for students at Texas Agricultural
and Mechanical University, otherwise known simply as A
& M) and stupid enough to buy an orange ‘73 VW to take
to A & M (orange being the color of their arch rival, UT).

I told him, “You’re lucky those Aggies didn’t pick it
up and carry it off with you in it.” Then, he commandeered
our Ford to make the longer trips to East Texas to visit his
fiancé, leaving his daddy to drive the VW in town. Thus,
Dan has come full circle back to the VW, the people’s car,
the car of his youth. 

Spring Cleaning—An Attack on Demon Dirt
Connie Katusak

Leander TX

Responding to the lengthened days that herald the
arrival of spring, Mother Earth begins her yearly life-giving
birth cycle soon after the spring equinox. Sleepy crocuses
poke pretty petals through the newly unfrozen earth and are
soon followed by fragrant purple hyacinths, multicolored
tulips, and dazzling yellow daffodils. Buds swell on winter
dormant trees: cherry, apple, and pear. The flowering
shrubs, spirea, forsythia and mock orange, with its alluring
aroma, adorn the garden. Spring arrives later in upstate
New York.

Each year, my mother would wait expectantly for the
harbinger — not because she admired the beauty of the
newly reborn earth, but because it signaled a rite that was
as much ritual as Sunday Mass. Her biological clock and
that of her sisters moved in time with Mother Earth — not
too soon, not too late — until one Saturday early in May,
she would declare to the family that it was time for “Spring
Cleaning.” This pronouncement signaled a reawakening of
our house after months in hibernation, a transformation
from the dark dreary days of winter to the bright beauty
that would soon burst forth from her diligent attack on
Demon Dirt.

My mother was a human dynamo determined to
eradicate Demon Dirt. Soon after dawn on the selected
morning, windows were thrown open to let the fresh cherry
blossom-scented air waft through the house, displacing the
stuffy coal odor from the now-doused furnace fire. After
breakfast, my father climbed a ladder to remove the
weighty, lined drapes that protected us from the cold snow-
laden winter winds. The gloomy, shaded slipcovers,
weighty wool blankets and heavy, chenille bedspreads and
drapes were loaded in the back of his Columbia Cleaners
van to be dry-cleaned before storing.

My mother washed kitchen walls to remove grease that
had accumulated through the cold months. Windows were
washed, as well as appliances, with saved winter
newspapers and a foul smelling substance I now recognize
as ammonia. Cupboards were emptied and washed, the
contents sorted, and fresh paper laid down. If necessary,
Daddy would bring out the paint can to touch up places
where scrubbing had worn away the finish.

Our house was full of oversized furniture, which
became covered with coal dust when the furnace was used.
The huge, ornate dining room pieces — table, chairs,
buffet, china closet — were polished by my sister and
myself with Mom’s favorite polish, olive oil and lemon
juice. The mirrored finish on the dining room table
reflected the sparkling, imported crystal chandelier, a

(Continued on page 6)
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wedding gift from her family. Crawling beneath the
furniture we entered a fantasy world where dragons and
Germans lurked, waiting to be battled and defeated.

My father, wielding a stiff broom, brushed dirt from
the carpets (before we had a vacuum cleaner) and rolled
them to one side to allow cleaning of the hardwood floors
beneath. The kitchen linoleum was washed and inspected
for tears and worn spots. Swabbing the porches, removing
dead leaves from the corners, as well as dusting the eves,
were also part of the ritual before the painted summer
furniture was brought out from storage in the cellar.

Finally, in late afternoon, a huge trunk that resided in
the attic was opened and from its lavender-fragrant depths
came frothy, flowered curtains, gauzy bedspreads and
bright, spring-colored linens. Beneath lay crocheted doilies,
light-green and rose furniture covers, and matching
window coverings. Later still, the trans-formation
complete, we would retire to the now sparkling back porch
for a dinner of bread, Italian ham, cheese and fruit.

Demon Dirt had been defeated again. Winter had been
washed and polished away. Spring had truly arrived, and
soon we would be welcoming summer with its bounty of
fresh fruits and vegetables. 

The Charm Bracelet
Rhonda Esakov
Georgetown TX

For my ninth birthday, my mother gave me a charm
bracelet. It had hand-hammered silver hearts surrounding
thin red slivers of heart-shaped glass, with big silver links
to attach charms. There were only two charms on at the
time — a small red and silver fish with a smiling face, and
a camel. My mom explained that the world was a large
place and I would have the chance to see much of it. For
every memorable place or event, I could add a charm to the
bracelet.

At the time, we lived in the Middle East, and the
significance of the red fish was the Red Sea that I so dearly
loved to explore. The camel represented life in a harsh
desert land. Over the next few years, I added charms as we
visited castles and cities all over Europe, discovered exotic
markets in the Middle East, and attended festivals all over
the world. Each visit garnered a new charm: the silver
carriage for the story of the carriage ride around
Buckingham Palace with the palace guard I was dating; the
silver beer stein from Oktoberfest in Germany; small
charms with names on them like Luxembourg and
Bastogne. Indeed, as my mother had said, I would see
many sites in the world worth remembering and each
charm would bring back unforgettable stories.

As I grew older, into my late teens and twenties, the
charms began to change. I added the turquoise and silver
heart, for a lost love in the Land of Enchantment; a
miniature of the Alamo, for our senior trip to that symbolic

shrine; the palm tree, for Hawaii, followed by the kangaroo
from the land down under. (Have you ever been chased by
a thundering herd of kangaroos? Or seen thousands of
cockatoos take to the sky at the purpling sunset?) Then
there were the charms from Utah, for the time I got lost and
ended up on the wrong side of the fence in a military
reservation. I had been looking for dinosaur fossils and
petroglyphs and, instead, found a secret, unknown way into
a very well guarded territory. The skier charm, for the
snowstorm where I fell off the beaten path and nearly slid
off the lip of a 2,000-foot drop. I was inches — only inches
— from the drop off. I had to slowly belly crawl back to
safety, with no visibility. I didn’t lose my skis though. They
are still in the attic. The crutch charm, for the broken leg I
got during practice for a world record women’s-only event
in skydiving. (We got the record, by the way.) The three
hospitals I went to that day in the bed of a pickup. I was a
mess and it wasn’t until we got to the army base that they
would take me in and operate (which they screwed up).

Still adding charms, I got to my thirties. There was the
banner for Sacramento, a replica of the banner I towed
behind my parachute for some special event in that city.
Rocks, a canoe, a horse, a golden knight, a road runner, city
skylines and state symbols I didn’t want to forget were
hung on the bracelet as well, each with their own little
story.

Little did Mom know that this treasure would last a
lifetime, representing many fine stories that would never be
forgotten. I added the last charm just this past summer,
merely days before my fiftieth birthday: a bear, for the
bears I had to chase from our camp. The charms, too
numerous to recount, are always at my fingertips when I
have the bracelet on. Some charms, regrettably, have fallen
off and the memories are gone.

Not every memory of adventure is hanging from the
bracelet, but one is most notably absent — an angel. My
mother collected angels when she was alive, and the one
last charm to make the bracelet complete will be an angel
for the far-sighted mom who somehow knew I would
collect memories, so as not to forget all the little stories of
my life.  

Picnics
Cameo Victor

Elkhart, IN

The old truck always got stuck in the sandy dirt roads
on the way to the big lake. The guys would jump out with
digging shovels to slide a board or a tree branch under the
wheels for traction, then out! Bumping down the rutted
road, until, suddenly, the dark green trees would open to
breathtaking vast blue space, deep cobalt water as far as the
eye could see, right up to the milky blue sky, punctuated at
times with long dark ore boats floating on the horizon, and
rocky shores heaped with tangled driftwood logs. Water so
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clear we could see the flashing fish and giant boulders
strewn about on the bottom of the lake. Water so cold that
if we dared to go in — squealing — toes, lips and fingertips
purpled like blueberries.

On some days, the waves were big boomers with
foamy white caps, rearing up so we could see translucent
green sheets of water pounding down on the beach and
swishing reluctantly back out, trailing logs and flotsam in
their wake. Bundles of writhing roots would lie tossed up
on the beach, white and polished. I imagined they were the
bones of monsters and dragons. Sometimes, rarely, the
water would be almost smooth, undulating with shallow
waves that slapped the beach lightly with a little sigh.

We scrambled, slipping and sliding down to the beach
through scratchy bushes, shifting sand, rocks and ancient
tree roots, clinging precariously to the high sand banks. We
passed caves gouged out by giant ice floes during fierce
winter storms. Snapping fires of driftwood warmed our
small spot on the white sandy shore that stretched empty
for miles in each direction. Rough blankets made of
stitched together fabric samples from my father’s
upholstery shop would be spread out. Hot dogs were
roasted on freshly carved sticks. Marshmallows flamed up
and turned black. The aunties and grammas brought out
their homemade goodies and sat, chatting, in a circle, a
blanket hung on poles to keep them out of the chill wind.
My four young brothers made vroom vroom noises,
pushing driftwood trucks through the sand.

My dad always parked as far as possible away from
other folks. He liked to have the beach all to himself. With
his keen eyes he could spot a rabbit or deer yards away and
show it to us — a gift. He noticed everything, and pointed
it out: the scent of crushed arbutus flowers, pine sap, froggy
green bogs, vivid pink sunsets and shimmering northern
lights, flaming orange-gold autumn leaves, fragile bird
prints in wet sand, the indigo sky full of stars, the big
dipper, the mysterious milky way, the hovering hawk. He
took pictures of scenes and took them home to his studio to
later paint. He liked to tell me stories about his trips into the
deep forest when he was a boy, when he’d disappear for
three or four days with a blanket roll, a knife, and his gun,
always happiest in the woods. He was a shaman, teaching
me to see deep into the heart of nature; I learned to love it
as he did.

My playthings were rocks of all sizes and colors: slabs
of slate; smooth basalt; soft, rounded, pinky-beige
sandstone; and glittery red, green, white, and black
patterned pebbles that clattered in the surf. Sometimes we
spotted a bright flash of red-gold copper nuggets, flung up
from the matrix deep under the entire peninsula.

Heads down, we walked back and forth along the
shore looking for agates and other semi-precious stones in
the wet at wave’s edge. When we found one we’d rush to

my dad and have him inspect our find. “Yep”, he’d say,
“That’s a chip off a real dandy.”

Our pockets always bulged with sandy treasures. We
lugged them home and kept a jar over the kitchen sink
filled with lumpy red agates in water. Investigating the
beach, we mused over a fish or a seagull, bedraggled and
stiff, covered with shiny black flies, until we poked it with
a stick and the stink made us run away, screaming.

Later, we would climb up the sandy banks and hunt for
berries to eat: bluets; sugarplums on low trees; tiny, sweet
strawberries; tart, purple chokecherries. Stately
thimbleberry bushes presented their ruby fruit over large
green leaves. I would put a berry on my thumb, soft and
clingy, where it looked like a small red wool cap. We could
pick all afternoon with one tin can and the fragile berries
would crush down into mush. They made wonderfully tart,
thimbleberry jam. We always kept an eye out for the small
black bears that gorged themselves on the berries before the
winter came on.

I felt compelled to draw with the treasures that nature
presented on the beach. The fine, dry sand could be scraped
down to a hard flat layer of wet, making a canvas for
drawing with a sharp stick. Soft, red sandstone or a burnt
stick could draw patterns on the flat, white rocks. I liked to
find polished pieces of wood in beautiful shapes and to
build fragile altars of driftwood and rocks adorned with
seagull feathers, green moss, waxy red berries, beach
flowers and birch bark. (I still love to create altars at the
beach and leave them to disappear like sand castles.)

Sometimes, lying on my stomach with the sun warm
on my back, I focused on a handful of tiny grains of sand
— a box of brilliant, miniature jewels, all colors, fueling
my imagination until I dozed off. How sweet and safe I
was, innocent of my good fortune, surrounded by cool,
clean air and water, trees and fruit, the fragrance of pine
smoke, the sound of laughter from the adults and the sharp
cries from children and seagulls. 

Lunch at the Cobalt Grille with Sally
Erin D. Philbin

Pittsburgh PA

It’s a gray day, inside and out. I’m searching my wallet
for stamps to send out bills that I don’t feel like paying. My
fingers close around a slick business card. Ahh, it’s for the
Cobalt Grille. I’m instantly transported to Virginia Beach,
relaxing in my in-laws’ beautiful penthouse condo with my
mother-in-law, Sally. I’ve always loved Sally, and after
more than 20 years of marriage to her son, we’re also dear
friends. Although Sally has been having increasing health
problems, she’s always been an independent woman. She’s
still ready for adventure and I love her for it.

(Continued on page 8)
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Sally looks up from her needlepoint. “Shall we go to
the Cobalt for lunch?” she asks. I’m already stepping into
my shoes, grabbing my purse. She knows I love the Cobalt
Grille. “Christopher,” she yells to my husband on the
second floor. “Erin and I are going out. You have the kids.”
We giggle as we head out the door, like a couple of kids
skipping school.

The Cobalt Grille is less than a half-mile from my in-
laws, at the corner of a high-end strip mall. The hostess
opens the door with a smile. “It’s so good to see you,” she
tells my mother-in-law as she leads us from the bright
sunlight into the dark and inviting interior. We head to a
table in the middle of the dining area. The space is intimate
and exotic, jewel tones of green, purple, and of course,
cobalt. We critique the latest oil paintings that line the walls
as we settle in our seats.

The waitress approaches with a “Hi Sally! I heard you
were here.” Sally gets a quick hug. I’ve been here enough
that I get a big grin and a “Nice to see you again.” Sally
does a quick run-down on how her husband, Dick, is doing.
The waitress brings us water in tall, beautiful blue glasses.
She also brings us some wonderful wine as she leaves us
the menus.

“What shall we have?”
“It doesn’t matter, it’s all good,” we say, falling into

our familiar routines.
For me, it will be the crab cakes, with so little breading

that the huge chunks of crab barely hold together. Maybe
I’ll have the crab ravioli in cream sauce. I can always walk
it off tomorrow on the beach. You only live once.

Sally and I enjoy a conversation about nothing much
and everything that’s truly important. We share anecdotes
about the kids — hers and mine. She has seven. She reveals
that when her children were small, it was the happiest time
of her life, even when it was crazy and there was never
enough money. I laugh and agree, but tell her I won’t admit
it during homework time.

Through our lunch the other waitresses, the cook, and
one of the managers visit us. Each stops to chat. Everyone
knows Sally. She loves to support young talent, and they
love her for it.

“Of course we’ll have dessert. Why not?” we
encourage each other. We share a Cobalt Sampler. It’s a
circle of china serving spoons filled with Crème Brûlée, the
flavors representing the Cobalt: Chocolate, Orange, Berry,
Almond, Lemon, and Traditional. Heavenly!

On our way out the door, I grab a business card and
stick it in my wallet. At a glance from Sally I say, “Some
gray day, I’ll be doing something I don’t want, like trying
to balance my checkbook, and I’ll find this card. It will get
me a happy memory. I kiss Sally on the cheek as we head
into the bright sunlight. 

Nature, Beauty, Art
& Passion

Backyard Blessings
Amy L. Greenspan

Austin TX

White, gently winding
limbs of sycamore
an artist’s dream
reach, reach
into a cerulean sky.
From my hammock berth below
they tower, telling me
reach, reach
for the beauty that breathes
in my own backyard
in my own soul
if only I look up.  

Great Snakes Alive!
Rhonda Esakov
Georgetown TX

At nearly every gun range or shooting event where I
work, at some point I almost always encounter snakes,
predominately rattlers. I respect nature and some snakes are
harmless, but I say the only good rattlesnake is a dead
rattlesnake. And maybe the nest of copperheads that I ran
into last fall. Sorry, but that’s the way I feel.

I make this funny noise when I
encounter scary things — my son
describes it as the last dying intake of
breath of an asthmatic old man. If I
were to let the scream out after this
loud indrawn breath, it would
probably scare the crud out of you,
but the scream never comes out. I
don’t know how to scream, not even
on a roller coaster. But boy, I sure
wind up for it! I must have scream
deficit disorder.

This memorable event happens at a Boy Scout camp.
It’s our second day, quite early in the morning, when
Instructor Joe and I are stepping into a small bunker where
we keep the guns locked away. It’s a very small, dark space
with no room for two people, so we step in, reach for a gun
or supplies, then squeeze by the other person.

We’re halfway done when Joe speaks up and asks,
“Hey, what’s that? Is that thing moving?” Bending over to
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get a closer look, at first I see nothing. I back out, and Joe
steps back in, bends closer and points. “There, right there
— is that a snake?”

It’s not moving much nor making any noise, so it is
hard to spot at first. We aren’t too alarmed yet. We finish
getting all the guns out of the rack and then start getting
some gun rests, which are on the floor — by the snake.
And, of course, we make the snake mad. It rears its triangle
head and rattles started chirring. I can’t say which of us
moves more quickly, but like a Keystones Cops skit, we
both get stuck in the door together and push until we pop
out like a Champagne cork.

I think I hear some words like, “Oh my God, it’s a
rattler!”

And, of course, we try to shut the door with kids
crowding around, chorusing, “I want to see, I want to see!”
No way, not on my watch.

We send word down to Nature Geek — a young guy
who teaches the boys about lizards, bugs, and creepy
crawly things, otherwise known as NG. During a break,
with most of the kids gone, NG decides he is going to
capture the snake and make it a pet. He rigs up a makeshift
snake-catching rig consisting of a three-foot piece of plastic
PVC pipe with clothesline run through it to make a loop at
the far end. It actually looks like NG knows what he is
doing. We open the door for NG and point to the corner
where we last saw the snake. One step into the bunker and
the snake lets us know he still isn’t very happy with us.

“Whoa,” says NG, “we got us a rattler.”
“No sh#@ Sherlock.” I hope I said that to myself and

not out loud.
I ask if we should just go get the ranger; this stuff is

part of his job after all. Nope, young NG wants this one for
himself. He reaches in with the noose and manages to
irritate the snake to the point where it is striking out. With a
little skill and some pure dumb luck, he snags it with the
noose and begins to drag out a thrashing, heavy, fat, furious
almost five-foot-long Western Diamondback rattlesnake.
It’s so big, he can’t lift it off the ground, so he drags it over
to the truck. Then he asks one of us to set a small box on
the tailgate of the truck and take off the lid. I’m not sure
who does this, but it isn’t me. With the snake struggling in
the noose, NG attempts to lift it up to the tailgate to drop
into the box. The noose starts to slip while the angry snake
is wriggling free. Okay, now we are all getting really
worried. Joe reluctantly steps up to help pull the lines
tighter. I’ll bet NG’s hands are slippery on that pipe. Oh
yea, it’s already 100 degrees outside, did I mention that?

There is no way NG can lift that five-foot, fat snake
with a three-foot pole and a slippery rope up to that tailgate.
So we finally put the box on the ground and try to cram the
snake in. Joe holds the lid. I prudently load a gun.
Somehow, NG crams that monster into the little box, Joe
slams the lid, and the snake actually settles down. It has

been a very intense few minutes. I take a deep breath and
relax.

NG takes the snake back to his little spot in camp
where he has a collection of turtles, lizards, beetles and
such, and he dumps the snake into a tightly woven wire
cage. It will be his prize showpiece for the scouts to see.

Later, at lunch, the ranger drops by just to check on
things. He checks every area each day, especially the
shooting ranges. We ask about the snake, which he has not
heard about. When he hears what NG has done and where
the snake is, he isn’t a happy camper. The ranger jumps on
his all terrain vehicle and tears off. Later, we hear that the
ranger has taken the snake off and shot it. He believes, as I
do, that the only good rattler is a dead rattler. 

The Wild Places
Toni Bailie
Paisley OR

The wild places
have seeped into the marrow
of my bones.
The solitude
has saturated my soul

All the mountain trails
woven with bars of sunlight,
spangled with wild flowers,
girded with rocky ribs
have become the warp and woof
of my being.

Remote mountain lakes
swirling with dawn mist.
A universe of stars
made visible by the darkness.
The voice of the wind,
trembling among the aspen leaves,
soughing through the pines.
Wings and songs of birds
quickening the air.

All the wild places
have graced my life,
have become my passion
and muse.
Richly blessed beyond measure,
with the wealth
of all the wild places. 
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Feast of St. Francis
Christine Boldt

Temple TX

It is October Fourth,
and this is what comes to mind:
an old friend, Katie, whose servant heart
chose to follow Francis,
and who found so many ways to caritas;

the Blessing of the Animals, today at two,
downtown in a saint-named church,
that makes the Calvinist in me rise up
and mutter, “Pagan!” even as I lavish
my spaniel with an all out belly-rub;

the Zeffirelli movie with its goofy-joyous music
that absolutely captures what it means
to be a fool for Christ; and the fields in the film,
where poppy faces and heads of grain
bow as the wind passes through them;

the real Assisi where we often saw
those golden, red, and nodding fields,
wandered paths, and naves, and crypts,
conned, stone by stone, Francesco’s story,
back-lit by a sky of Giotto blue:

silk bolts flying out of windows,
the smudge of an army on the plain below,
the rude shed of a nativity
built to help the people see their God
as babe, and wolf, and whispered wind;

the Porziuncola, Francis’s tiny church,
still standing inside today’s basilica,
a sacred conversation of humility with power;
the tourist reproductions of the icon-cross
that he himself adored with ravaged palms;

our four-figured family, climbing
a hill above the town at eventide,
guided by a priest who told the story as his own;
how, that one time, in that thin place,
for a moment, a skeptic child believed. 

Plaster Relief
Johnett Scogin

Austin TX

My cultural education was pretty limited when I was
growing up. While we weren’t dirt poor, we didn’t have
extra money for niceties. I never went to a play or concert
outside of school. I never even went to an indoor movie
theatre until my teen years when my best friend’s parents
took me. About once a year, our whole family would go to
the drive-in with a cooler full of bologna sandwiches and
store brand sodas. And though I lived in a city with several
world-class art museums, I only saw them a couple of times
on field trips.

The art in our house consisted of a few framed family
photographs and school pictures, one large, sofa-sized
painting of wild horses that my sisters and I bought my
parents for Christmas one year, and an ever-changing
display of plaster wall plaques, hand-painted by Mama.

In our kitchen hung a pair of plaster roosters, painted
yellow with red and black accents, and a frieze of plaster
fruit on the wall above the kitchen table — ruby red apples
and canary yellow lemons. I remember looking at plaster
casts of grapes and pineapples while I ate my cereal every
morning, long before I actually tasted the fruits themselves.

In the bathroom we had a set of three plaster fish, with
painted silver and white air bubbles. The pink and blue fish
had bright red lips and swam along the wall opposite the
sink. On the back of each piece, Mama embedded a
paperclip, bent to allow for easy hanging. Every time I took
them down to dust them, I made a game of changing their
order — big to small fish one month, reversed the next,
bubbles next to each fish’s mouth, or bubbles trailing all of
them, three-dimensional proof of how fast they were
moving.

But there was one piece that had pride of place in the
living room where visitors could see it: a two-foot long,
painted plaster relief of The Last Supper. This was Mama’s
masterpiece.

I remember when Mama made the cast for this plaque.
I often played the role of artist’s assistant, helping her mix
plaster and pour molds in the garage. Usually if something
came out with a bubble or a little flaw, she would leave it.
After all, Mama made most of these plaques not for us, but
to give away to friends or to sell at the flea market. These
items were painted quickly and given a single all-over base
color with only a few strokes of slightly lighter or darker
tints for highlights.

Not so for the Da Vinci. Mama threw out a couple of
the casts that didn’t form perfectly. There were the
curlicues around one side that ran together. A bubble on
Jesus’ nose made it appear as if the leper cure had gone
terribly wrong. Finally, one plaque formed that was up to
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her standards, and she let it dry for two full days before
touching it.

When she began painting, it was clear that this piece
was going to be different. She didn’t use her regular paints.
No garish red lips on the disciples. No bright purple
tablecloth for the Lord to rest his hands on. For this piece
she had bought a special set of paints. There were deeper
colors, a little muddy and muted, and lots of tans and
browns to represent skin tones. Jesus wouldn’t have to be
painted the bright peach color that used to be called “flesh.”
A dusty wine color became the background. A light blue,
when Mama added a couple of drops of black, became the
color of most of the robes.

Jesus was positively ethereal. His robe was the purest,
pearlescent white. Even the Lord’s hair was given extra
special attention. Rather than just painting it with one tone
of mousy brown, Mama went back twice more and added
lighter tones of tan and gold. I don’t know if Jesus would
have approved of getting highlights, but they looked good
on him hanging in our living room.

Mama took pride in her creation. When visitors
remarked on how lovely it was, you could see her beam.
She made Last Supper plaques for a few other folks as
gifts, but none of them turned out as well as the one that
hung in the living room all those years.

I don’t know what finally became of that plaque. It
wasn’t in the things we packed up after Mama died and
Daddy sold the house. I suspect it got broken sometime
back when she took it down to dust it, and she quietly
threw it away. That would have been like her.

I’ve not had the privilege of seeing Signor Da Vinci’s
painting in situ on the convent walls in Milan, and have
only seen reproductions in books or on screen. On the
original there are no wine-colored walls or light blue robes.
No golden scrollwork surrounds the fresco. But there’s
something more meaningful to me about my mother’s
simple plaster plaque than there could ever be about a stone
wall painted 500 years ago. True art, it seems, always
leaves a lasting impression. 

Deaf Orchestra
Tracey Lynn Huguley

Austin TX

I move my hands from across the room,
You understand,
Stomp your feet,
Clap your hands,
Throw a pillow,
Slap the wall.
I look.
You have my attention.
“Nudge Charlie,” you sign.
I nudge,
He nods.
His hands start moving from across the room,
An orchestra of sound.
A drum,
A horn,
A flute,
A harp.
Making music with body parts.  

A Writer Lives Here
Pat LaPointe

Prospect Heights IL

Like many women of my generation — now lodged
between baby boomer and senior citizen — I grew up
having my voice muted, silenced, ignored and sometimes
ridiculed: “Patty, be quiet.” “Who asked you?” “What
nonsense are you spewing now?” It didn’t take more than
ten years for me to learn to keep my words to myself.

I yearned for a diary. A pink one with a ballerina and a
key like my friend Ann had. I could keep my key in my
underwear drawer and write in my diary sitting in my
closet just like she did. But when I asked for one, the
answer was. “What do you have to say that you can’t say to
all of us?” An interesting response, considering they were
the ones who silenced me.

In my teens, I found my first outlet for writing. I wrote
to my boyfriend, the boy who would later become my first
husband. I not only had a chance to share my thoughts, but
had my first experience of satisfaction, and dare I say pride,
about what I wrote.

I also had my first experience of someone appreciating
my words. He appreciated them so much that when we
married, while he was in his freshman year of college, I
became responsible for writing his essays, compositions,
and take home tests! No one was more surprised than I
when he got A’s on these assignments. I wasn’t writing for
me, but I was writing.

(Continued on page 12)
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The children came: two, then one, then one more.
Busy was an understatement. My writing came in the form
of an occasional entry into a journal. It didn’t have a
ballerina, and I didn’t need a key. The kids were too young
and my husband basically didn’t care what I had to say
(one reason he became an ex-husband). These entries were
characteristically depressing and had the tone of “woe is
me.” I quit writing. If I could only write about sadness and
frustration, why bother? I didn’t need a reminder of how
miserable I felt.

At some point in my twenties, I realized that maybe I
was smarter than I thought or was led to believe. I went to
college and then to grad school. I finally had “permission”
to write. And write I did. I longed for classes with many
papers and essay tests to write. I was finally beginning to
get the idea that I liked to write. I found jobs that required
writing reports, introductions to books, and research papers.
I was in heaven.

After I quit working, I realized that all my writing had
been for others. The little girl who wanted the pink diary
with the ballerina and the key was still clamoring to express
herself.

I started slowly — little notes, then paragraphs, then
essays. They weren’t in the pink diary, but I hid them just
the same. Then one day, while surfing the web, I found
Story Circle Network. The universe had sent me a gift. First
I was just a member, still concerned that what I had to say
wasn’t valuable, smart enough, clear enough, or would be
ridiculed (enter the voice of Mom and Dad). I took the leap
and became part of my first e-circle. I was stunned when I
received responses to my first submission. No one found it
silly, everyone “got” it and no one was negative. What
strange place had I entered?

Joining SCN was just the beginning. Once I started
writing I couldn’t stop, nor did I want to. My family still
wondered what I would have to write about, but they
stopped asking after about three essays were published.

The other part of my writing life, the Where I Write,
sounds a bit like Goldilocks and the Three Bears. When I
first started writing I chose an extra, upstairs bedroom as
my space; it was too small to hold all my books. I moved to
the basement: too dark, too cold, but more importantly, I
began to feel like I was hiding my writing in an
“underworld.” I needed to do something radical. I brought
my writing to the first floor, to a sitting room right next to
the front door. I decorated it in my favorite colors and
covered the windows with sheer curtains. Now the light
shines in on my writing and when someone enters my
house, it is obvious that a writer lives here. 

Grandmothers &
Mothers

Big Mama’s House
Rose McCorkle

Austin TX

My grandmother was the best cook in the world, at
least in my opinion, and she never used a recipe. She could
make anything taste delicious, but there were a few things
that I especially loved. One was the taste and the smell of
freshly baked yeast rolls. My grandmother smelled like
yeast rolls. I used to stand close to her so I could fill my
nostrils with that aroma. I also loved her biscuits, but most
of all I loved making taffy with Big Mama. When I’d ask
her to write a recipe for the things she cooked she’d say,
“Just watch and learn.” So I did.

When the family gathered in the old drafty farmhouse
at holidays, we always knew we would have hot yeast rolls,
but we were never sure about the taffy. Big Mama said it
depended on the weather. “It has to be just right or the taffy
won’t set up,” she’d say. “It’d be sticky.”

Many times after a large dinner, my cousins and I
would sit around in the big bedroom that had the fireplace.
We could feel the wind creep in around the windows and
under the doors. Soon, we’d get bored and start to get
underfoot of the men watching TV in the living room, or
the women gossiping around the dining room table. My
grandmother, sensing our restlessness, would holler from
the kitchen, “Who wants to make taffy?” Normally the
boys turned up their noses at the thought of cooking, but
not when it was time to make taffy. Taffy making was a big
event.

When Big Mama started pouring in the ingredients, I
scooted in as close as I could, standing on my tiptoes, and
asking if I could stir the pot. But she warned, candy could
easily burn, so she would do all the stirring.

I watched as her small hands went round and around
with the wooden spoon, carefully scraping the sides of the
pot as she made each turn. Every time she lifted the spoon
to test the taffy’s readiness, I watched in anticipation for
that wispy, spidery sugar string.

Soon the room smelled of caramelized sweetness as
the candy was almost done. When Big Mama sent one of us
to get a cup of water, we knew it was time to partner up for
the pull. She added a few drops of flavoring and the scent
of peppermint filled the room. Then she added red food
coloring and the candy looked like a river of red ribbon
flowing into the bowl.

Waiting for it to cool was almost unbearable. Big
Mama made it easier by singing with us while we waited.
Soon we were elbowing each other for a good spot in the
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tiny kitchen for each team to pull. When the taffy was
ready, Big Mama commanded, “Butter up.” We charged to
the kitchen table and attacked the block of home churned
butter, rubbing our palms together to cover them well,
making them slick so the taffy wouldn’t stick.

Big Mama divided the candy into even sections and
the pulling began. The trick was to pull a little at a time
folding it over and pulling again until it was stretched out to
about an inch thick. But we had to be careful or it would
break and become too hard to work with. We pulled and
pulled, pinching off pieces and laying them on waxed paper
to dry. Soon there weren’t any remnants left to show for all
our work, because we ate the taffy as fast as we pulled it.


Lessons with Grandma
Dorothy Ross

Davis CA

I sometimes like to conjure old black-and-white
movies based on my family memories. In one of these
imaginary film clips, Grandma is sitting in the backyard of
our three-family brick house, as she so often did, knitting
needles flying. With the toe of her stout black shoe, she
gently rocks a grandbaby in a big, old-fashioned
perambulator, without missing a stitch.

Grandma rehearsed this scene many, many times over
the years. The baby actors changed as each little cousin in
succession outgrew the carriage, only to be replaced by a
newborn stand-in, but Grandma never stopped knitting.

It seemed like Grandma was always knitting. My
brothers, my cousins, and I all had sweaters hand-knit by
our grandmother in the intricate ribbed and cabled patterns
of the Irish fishermen. According to Grandma, each of the
old families used a distinct variation of the traditional
stitches so that if a man were drowned at sea, his family
could identify him. Because O’Connor was not a fishing
clan, Grandma felt free to use all combinations of Aran
stitchery.

When I was still quite young, Grandma taught me to
knit and to purl, using bits of her leftover yarn and large
needles, suitable for a child’s small hands. Grandma was
patient, but she insisted that the work be done as well as
possible. If she found a mistake, I had to rip my stitches
back to correct the error. I finished many “Joseph’s coat”
samplers out of colorful yarn left from Charlie’s sweater or
Eleanor’s scarf, which I used as baby blankets for my dolls.
Eventually I graduated to a fresh skein of thick red wool
purchased just for me. The first step with any new yarn was
to drape the loose skein over the back of a kitchen chair and
weave a dance around the room while winding the yarn
into a useable sphere. And so, my precious red wool soon
took on the shape of a small beach ball. With Grandma’s

help, I fashioned it into the brightest stocking cap on the
playground at Holy Rosary School.

When she was satisfied that I had mastered the basic
stitches, Grandma introduced me to the more intricate
needling that lends texture to the Aran patterns. She started
me on the moss stitch, followed by the honeycomb, which
was a bit more difficult. But I was impatient to get to the
cables. No Irish knit would be complete without its cables.
And, “in good time,” as Grandma would say, I did learn the
rope cables, and the braid cables and the vine cables. My
favorite stitches were the bobbles and the brambles —
those fat little bouncing popcorn balls that commonly adorn
Irish children’s sweaters.

To aid in assembling the finished work, Grandma also
taught me to hand-sew a fine seam. Although I often had to
thread her needle for her because her eyes were failing, she
could always see well enough to notice any sloppy work.
My grandmother was never satisfied with anything less
than small, close, uniform stitches.

I occasionally found the handiwork sessions tedious,
but Grandma’s cooking lessons were always a delight.
Many Saturday mornings she and I would fix and eat
breakfast together in her little kitchen, just the two of us.
Up to my elbows in flour, I learned the secrets of scones
and soda bread: buttermilk, currants, and not too much
mixing. “Don’t over beat it, Sissy. The batter needs to be
lumpy.”

Over breakfast, while I stuffed buttered scones into my
face, Grandma regaled me with stories of her girlhood in
Ireland. One of her favorite themes was the indulgence of
the well-to-do Anglican Catholics, considered Protestants
by the Roman Catholics, who sent their daughters to the
convent school for the best available education. “The nuns
favored the Protestant girls,” Grandma insisted. “If my
sister and I were late, flying up the lane as fast as we could
after feeding the pigs and collecting the eggs, they’d as
soon slam the gate shut in our faces if the bell was ringing.
But not so the rrich Prrrotestant girrls.” Grandma would
roll the rrr’s in an exaggerated brogue. “If a Protestant girl
was late, Sister Mary Magnus, herself, would hold the gate
wide open to let the spoiled thing into the school yard so
she needn’t be punished for tardiness.”

No doubt the Sisters at Kenmare were strict and,
perhaps, not always fair, but they certainly taught their
pupils thoroughly. Well into her eighties, Grandma could
recite great stretches of Shakespeare and whole sagas from
the ancient Irish bards — fanciful tales about Celtic kings
and warrior queens, the banshees and “the little people.”
Grandma had a knack for weaving and embroidering these
yarns as fine and complicated as any of her sweater
patterns.

Best of all, Grandma would sometimes treat me to
private recitations of Irish poetry. Unfortunately, I can’t

(Continued on page 14)
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remember any of the old verses, but I can still hear the
music of her voice and feel the rhythm of her words.
Grandma had a fine sense of timing. Like all great actors,
she knew how to seize the moment and play the line to grip
her audience. 

Anger, Forgiveness and a Little Bit of
Something Else: 2005, 2009

Pat LaPointe
Prospect Heights IL

2005
The phone rings and I check the caller identification.

Oh, no — not again, today. It’s Mom. Dad never calls
because he can no longer hear on the phone. I know I will
be listening to her talk about how difficult it is to cope with
Dad’s aging, and again I become angry. Did she not realize
57 years ago that if you marry a man ten years older, he just
might be aging and ailing ten years before you? I feel my
blood begin to boil. It’s the third call today. The purpose of
the calls are to remind me of errands she — meaning me as
well — will have to do in the near future (for her the nearer
the better, like tomorrow when I have a deadline!). Or to
remind me of some television program that, for some
reason, she thinks I should watch. Sometimes, I think she
believes that if I am watching the same program as she,
then we are in some way “connected.”

If I don’t answer, I know there will be one of those
“cute” messages that I dread: “Where you is?” This will be
followed by her absolute need to know where I was when
she called. Taking the lesser of two evils, especially in light
of the fact that Mom has been known to call me before
calling 911 in a medical emergency, I pick up the phone
and try to speak in a neutral tone.

“The mail came and we got a statement that says we
owe $1,400 for your father’s last MRI. We don’t have that
kind of money. Your father is very upset. You have to look
at this when you come over.”

My blood pressure rises in anticipation of the events
that are certain to follow. I ask all the appropriate
questions. “Does it say that it has been submitted to
Medicare? How about Blue Cross?”

The response, as expected, is, “I don’t understand what
they are saying and Dad is very, very upset.”

Now I have a decision to make: do I put off going over
there until I’ve met my deadline, or go now to avoid at least
three more calls in the next twenty four hours to remind me
of how my “ailing and aging” father is getting increasingly
more upset (“very, very” increasing to “terrible” and
“horribly”)? Or do I hop into the car, take the twenty-five
minute drive, look at the statement, and make the
appropriate calls?

I opt for the drive. It is twenty-five minutes of cursing,
sometimes under my breath, sometimes very loudly. I try to

ignore the strange looks from other drivers as I talk to
myself.

I arrive at my parents’ condo, and Mom is standing
there as I step off the elevator. Behind her is Dad. I get a
vivid image of two puppies waiting at the door for someone
to come home and care for them. It is a sad and pitiful sight
to see one’s parents in that manner. As always happens,
guilt raises its ugly head inside my brain. I curse myself —
first for feeling angry and then for feeling guilty.

I take care of yet another “emergency” situation. Of
course, the statement is reflective of a pre-insurance
amount. Dad feels better. Mom feels better. I feel … well,
you can imagine how I feel.

It is on the way home that I allow forgiveness to settle
in. I forgive them for being who they are at this point in
their lives: ailing and afraid. And I forgive myself as well
for the angry feelings and the guilt, knowing full well that
the anger, guilt, forgiveness cycle will continue until the
inevitable mourning over losing them begins.

2009
The inevitable mourning has begun. Mom passed

away in September of 2008. No deadline would be so
important as the chance to hear her voice on my answering
machine asking “Where you is?”

My answer: “Just here Mom, missing you”. 

If Not For You
Andrea Savee
Lakewood CA

I’m glad you’re gone, Mom.
If you were still here, I wouldn’t have perfected my

signature chunky tomato sauce or tried my hand at making
my own pasta. I wouldn’t know that I love curry and red
chilies and Sambal Manis on my white rice; that my idea of
the perfect snack is sardines in mustard sauce with saltines;
that I love sharp cheddar cheese, Asiago.  and all varieties
of olives. I wouldn’t know that I prefer red wine to white.

I wouldn’t know that as much as I love dogs, I’m
really a cat person; that I don’t like to play the piano, but
that I do love to two-step; that I love Christmas, even with
its commercialism, and that a plastic lime-green tree looks
quite beautiful when lit with white lights. I wouldn’t have
known that I’d begin my private tradition of wearing a
piece of your jewelry every Christmas day; that the quiet
moments of that morning spent making my choice is my
communion with you.

I wouldn’t have my own office or have returned to
college, have girlfriends, or a writing group. I wouldn’t
know how to throw a pot or do the yoga “Sun Salutation,”
know my zafu from my zabuton, or what it means to take
the one seat.

I wouldn’t have been married by my brother Joe to
Mikey in a cozy wine cellar on a brisk and sunny
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December afternoon. I wouldn’t have worn a short black
dress with lilac flowers and chosen a Lucky Five bamboo
as my centerpiece. I wouldn’t have known that I could
make it through that day without you.

I wouldn’t have spoken more to my dad and brothers
in the last four years than in the last four decades; your
absence has made our hearts grow fonder for each other. I
wouldn’t have stepsons and in-laws who throw parties and
kisses. I wouldn’t have a place in a family that comes home
for celebrations, that gathers around what is now my dinner
table, where we hold hands, bow heads, and say grace.

I wish you were here. 

The Caregiving Years
Diana McDaniel

Austin TX

The phone jarred me awake in the early morning
hours. The minute I heard the voice of Sybil, my mother’s
next-door-neighbor, a mental alarm sounded. Her next
sentence was “There’s no good way to tell you this, but
they just took your mother to the hospital.” After a call to
the emergency room, I received the news that Mama had
broken her hip and would be having surgery within hours.

The next few weeks were hectic for all of us. My
husband and I were living in upstate New York. Our
daughters were in Texas, so they took on the job of caring
for their grandmother when she came home from the
skilled nursing care facility. This turned out to be traumatic
for all three of them. My mother suddenly didn’t recognize
them as the granddaughters she had doted on all of their
lives. They, in turn, could not understand the resentment
and hostility that their grandmother displayed toward them.
In retrospect, I think my mother must have had the first of
many small strokes while in skilled nursing. She certainly
wasn’t the mother I had known all of my life. At 87, she

was also running out of savings. After discussing various
scenarios, John and I finally decided we should move back
to Texas and invite Mama to come live with us.

This was easier said than done. My mother had lived in
Kerrville for 65 years, and she had no intention of living
anywhere other than her own house, and especially not
with family. She had always been fiercely independent and
possessed a horror of being dependent on anyone. Now that
I am getting older, I can empathize with this mindset.

We did move back to Texas. We did finally persuade
Mama to make her home with us. Thus began my seven
years of caregiving. Since I was an only child, I always
knew in the back of my mind that it would be my
responsibility to take care of Mama when, and if, the time
ever came. I was able to do this because, at fifty-five, I was
young enough, had enough energy, and had the cooperation
and support of my husband. For the first four years, I was
able to lead a fairly normal life.

The last three years were very hard. Severe
osteoporosis resulted in several broken bones, including
another broken hip. Mama became wheelchair-bound.
Small strokes continued to eat away at her mind. She
became depressed and I became equally depressed. Her
nights and days got turned around; I was getting very little
sleep. She became hostile, and I lost most of the sitters I
had come to depend upon.

I finally reached the point of no return. Mama needed
more help than I could physically give her, and I knew that
I was going to have to look into nursing homes. I think the
saddest day of my life was the afternoon that we moved her
into the home. Even though I visited her every day, I felt as
if I had abandoned a small child.

At the end of her fifth month in the nursing home,
Mama developed pneumonia, which is often referred to as
the “old person’s friend.” Hospice was called in and she
died peacefully.

Not long after Mama’s death, I started dreaming about
her. In my dreams, she was not the frustrated, confused
woman I had cared for. She was the mother I had known
for 62 years but had almost forgotten about. She was my
Brownie leader. She was the mother who always welcomed
my friends into our home. She was the perfect mother-in-
law and she was the grandmother who thought her two
granddaughters hung the moon.

It had been a long time since I had thought of her in
these roles. Now I find myself forgetting the bad times and
remembering the vibrant, witty woman who was, and
always will be, my mother. 
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Fathers
The Hair Combers

Susan Weidener
Tucson AZ

“Take me out to the hair combers, Daddy!” I shouted. I
was six years’ old, dressed in my rose-colored, satin
bathing suit, my wisps of baby-fine blond hair pulled back
in a ponytail.

My father held me
as he walked toward
the churning cauldron
of ocean. My arms
wound tightly around
his neck as we got
closer and closer to the
green and gray waves.

The waves came at
us with a whooshing
roar, washing over our
heads. We came up,
spluttering and laugh-
ing. My father loved
the ocean, and we
eagerly scanned the horizon, watching the next white curl
of waves building in size and momentum.

“Here comes another hair comber, Daddy!”
Mother stayed on the beach watching us from a

distance. Her thin arms were covered with a pale yellow
cotton sweater, her fine brown hair blowing in the sea
breeze. She looked like a movie star with her turquoise-
rimmed sunglasses and shapely, slender legs.

Mother, who years later would be diagnosed with
obsessive compulsive and anxiety disorders, hated the
beach. She complained that the sand and salt water were
messy and that we should have vacationed in the mountains
where her parents had taken her when she was a child. The
streams there were cool and clean, wonderful to bathe in,
she insisted.

I was like my father; I loved the shore, the boardwalk
with its tacky trinket and fudge shops, and the old World
War II U-2 Boat called the Flying Saucer. Every year we
took a ride on the Flying Saucer, which plied the waters
between Ocean City and Atlantic City sending icy salt
sprays across the passengers who squealed in delight. Most
of all, I loved swimming in the surf with my father. We
floated on our backs, bobbing up and down on the frothy
salt water, waiting for the next wave.

I knew there were sharks and jellyfish out there and
that people drowned, but I wasn’t afraid, because my father
was holding me in his strong and loving arms. I

knew he would never let go. My father made me feel safe
and secure. I was his darling, little girl. I would spend years
looking for him in every man I met. 

Closet Artist
Carolyn Donnell

San Jose CA

He told me I was bad. My adopted father said
no one would ever love me.
But I remember. I was very young
when he and I squished toes together
in the black goo of the minnow pond,
co-conspirators against Mother’s disapproval.
No matter she was right. Polio still swam
in muddy waters then.
We wiggled our toes anyway.

He didn’t like my music. Kicked the TV playing
Don Giovanni as if Mozart were a mortal offense.
But sneaked in to my recitals. Sat in the back.
And why read so many books? My favorite joy.
A waste of time, he said. But in later years I found
a journal, poetry he wrote for Mother, and writings about

me.
And drawings. Horses running. Lightning in the

mountains.
Electricity and equine snorting nostrils. Emotions
from a closet artist in a country boy’s skin.

Now when I recall disapproving voices
in my ear, bad memories, I try to sense
the creative soul who may have lived
underneath that veneer. Disdain for artistic life
just an armor plate. Why hide away and not live
it out? He was Irish after all. Could have followed
Yeats and Joyce and what’s more dear to the heart
of an Irishman than his horse?
He should have been singing out loud.
Not stifling the songs of his heart and mine. 

Daddy
Connie Katusak

Leander TX

By the time Daddy died, when I was 20, we were not
close. As a self-centered, preoccupied-with-finding-me
teenager, I had carelessly thrust aside the loving ties that
bound me to my old world and old-fashioned family.

Daddy’s childhood ended when he was nine, when his
father died unexpectedly leaving behind six children and a
pregnant wife. My father left school and apprenticed to a
stonemason. His oldest brother immigrated to the U.S. and
worked to bring the rest of the family across. In this strange
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environment, it became Daddy’s job to nurture and protect
his unmarried sisters and his mother until her death.

He married late and was 45 when I was born. I have
black and white photos of a laughing, prematurely gray
man holding me as a baby, smiling in the spray as we rode
the “Maid of the Mist” beneath Niagara Falls, and building
sand castles with my sister and me at the beach in Asbury
Park. He was a hard-working man who labored long hours
at the family dry cleaners. He would relax in the summer
by working in the vegetable garden or tending his beloved
roses. I would follow, careful not to trample any tender
shoots and sit in the shadow of the sweet corn as he
gathered beans, tomatoes, and cucumbers. He loved his
fruit trees: apples, peaches, pears and blue-black Italian
plums. He was especially proud of the Oxhart cherry tree
that grew outside my bedroom window and favored us with
huge juicy black cherries. He could make anything grow
and our yard was always full of flowers and fruit.

Daddy loved to read. In the winter he would stretch his
wiry, five-foot-six-inch frame on the day bed in the
stancino to read aloud the Binghamton Press or any book
he could get his hands on. He didn’t speak much English
and this was his way of educating himself and practicing
his language skills. We would listen to the radio serials,
“The Shadow,” “Sky King,” and “The Green Hornet.” He
was very musical and played the piano, the guitar and the
mandolin all by ear. He loved his car and traded the pre-
war Chevy for one of the first Fords off the assembly line
after the war.

Long after he died, I visited a neighbor lady who told
me about his life before he married my mother; he loved to
sing and dance and was a popular escort. Through her
stories, he evolved from the two dimensional pictures in a
photo album into a person I never really knew, who laughed
and loved, worked and played, faced life’s trials, and
overcame great misfortunes. He believed that family came
first — our little family, and then the assorted aunts, uncles,
cousins and paisan. He was always the first to offer help,
which would upset my mother. The world was changing,
expanding, and I yearned to move beyond the boundaries of
my parents, whom I viewed as old world, staid. They still
spoke little English, and perhaps I was embarrassed. Later, I
realized how dreadfully mistaken I’d been.

I wish I’d had the opportunity to learn more first hand.
In retrospect I see his genetic imprint and his influence so
clearly; I love to read, to play the piano, to dance, and to
garden. These loves did not come from my mother or my
aunts or any of the strong women who raised me. Because of
my father’s inspiration, I became a vicarious world traveler
through books, a student of people and places. I learned to
work hard and still enjoy all that life sends forth. I can face
challenges with a positive belief that everything will work
out. Like Daddy, I love life and all living things. How I wish
I could live those estranged years over. 

Moments
Sliding Glass

Amy L. Greenspan
Austin TX

A mat
beside a door of glass

warmed by the sun
but missing the cat

who used to lie there
curled
content

I miss the cat
so I try lying there

let the sun
warm me instead

uncurled
but content



Witness
Sandra Shackelford

Green Bay WI

He looks scruffy in his wilderness clothes — boots,
faded jeans, and a winter jacket that would have kept him
warm on an ice floe in the middle of Antarctica.

Downy clumps of red-grey hair sprout in frizzy
clusters from his chin. He’s wearing a Darrel-Darrel-and-
his-brother-Darrel hat with fuzzy earflaps that hang down
like hound’s ears. An American flag flaps at the end of the
pole he waves. He brought the flag home after his
discharge from the Vietnam War.

He stands among the other demonstrators gathering at
the corner of East Mason and Webster Avenue. He, too, has
come to bring the message of peace to all his neighbors.
Tomorrow he’ll be back doing regular business, mending
spines in an operating room in a hospital down the street.

His wife is here, too. She holds up a hand-made sign
bearing a peace symbol she painted the night before. It’s
amazing that she’s here at all. She died last year. Her
breathing stopped in the middle of the night. A modern day
Lazarus, she was brought back by her husband before
entering eternity’s corridor. Now, if one stands close and
listens carefully, you can hear the tick, tick, ticking of the
small, life-giving machine implanted near her heart.

The demonstrators are mostly middle-aged and older.
“Honk if you love peace,” one sign instructs Sunday

afternoon drivers. Most do. Some throw in the occasional

(Continued on page 18)
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wave or give an enthusiastic thumbs-up. Others spread their
fingers in a V, a gesture once used by Richard Nixon when
he made his hasty retreat from Washington, D.C.

There are, of course, the wet blankets, those who feel
our public demonstration for peace-through-diplomacy is
unpatriotic. I record three obscene gestures. A guy in a
cowboy hat leans out of the back window of a stretch limo
and shouts, “Commie pinkos! Why don’t you go back
where you came from?”

I wave. I wave broadly as if welcoming yet another
member of a huge extended family arriving for a reunion.
It’s seven degrees and windy. My toothy smile is frozen in
place.

I point to the horn honkers and offer a big, warm-
hearted embrace. We, our small group huddled on the
corner, concerned that our nation and its people will
continue to breathe free, talk to each other as we wave. We
move in and out of each other’s space. I promise someone
that next week I’ll make a sign for next Sunday’s rally that
reads, “Cop a feel for peace.”

“Isn’t it just something?” I nudge the woman beside
me. I am celebrating the ethnic and economic mix of those
gathered here in the pursuit of peace. What a long way
we’ve come, I think. I’m a veteran of the Civil Rights
Movement. I worked for social justice in the Mississippi
Delta during the fifties and sixties.

“How about that,” I smile. “We just don’t know who
to hate anymore.” Her eyes widen. She misses the irony in
my comment and backs away. She stands at a safe distance
next to a nun in street clothes. My mind’s eye recalls all the
faces of hatred I’ve seen over the years, those accepting
bigotry and racism as the norm. Good people, really.
Neighbors, labeling people they’ve been taught to hate:
“long hairs,” “uppity niggers,” “femi-nazis,” “bra burners,”
“queers,” “the intelligentsia.” And now, there’s the “L”
word: “Liberal.”

I smile at this rich stew, proud that I am bubbling over
in the same human pot, standing united with people from
every corner of the community, every walk of life, brought
together by the threat of war. I stand here celebrating the
fact that the kiss of peace has finally moved out of the
church, its wish now extended into the street. 

These I Have Loved This Week
(Minnesota — April 8, 1988)

Brenda Carr
Jonestown TX

Plump orange breasts of recently returned robins.
Martins swooping low over Lone Lake.
The delicate heads of two snowdrops in my garden.
A burst of yellow crocus.
Willows getting greener.
Two hot summer days at the beginning of April,

Shorts, bare legs, sweat on the brow.
Children emerging from the cracks in the neighborhood,
A dozen or so playing kick ball in the street.
The deep dark exquisite black pools of the puppy’s eyes.
A homecoming kiss from a traveling husband.
The white, spring-colored, bony knees of a ten-year-old son.
Several hugs from a pre-adolescent daughter.
The nurturing sound of a mother’s voice from two thousand

miles away.
Raking leaves after the long winter.
The oil-on-water glisten of a grackle’s head.
Walking in a newly discovered park.
The warmth of middle-aged hands joined while strolling.
The subtle grays, browns and blues of a mourning dove.
The silver trunks of a stand of birch leaning slightly towards the

water.
Golden catkins on a warm afternoon.
Holding my son’s hand in a shopping mall and noticing he

didn’t pull away.
Earth after the rain.
The smell of clean shiny hair.
Sweet Californian strawberries with thick cream.
Morning light on spider threads linked between saplings. 

Annie Learns to Ride
K. Joslyn Rockeman

Watford City ND

The girl is pure determination
in cowboy boots and a frilly dress.
My right hand holds hers on the handlebar,
my left grips the seat.
She pedals hard down the long, green lawn screaming,
“Don’t-let-go-don’t-let-go!”
I run alongside shouting,
“You-can-do-it-you-can-do-it!”
She tips, falls, cries; I cajole, explain.
We trudge together up the slope for another try.
Another. Another.
Finally we feel it:
that instant when balance is born.
I let go, plant my feet,
watch her race away as if she always could.
Delight and laughter spool from her;
Spokes glitter in the morning sun.

This memory comes clearly back the afternoon
a woman steps lightly onto the eastbound train,
turning to grace us with an easy wave and radiant smile,
the picture of competence and equilibrium.
I stand rooted, arms limp and empty,
gasp for breath from the effort of letting go.
An engine pulls, wheels groan, and
sunset shimmers on the windows sliding past. 
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Courage & Loss
The Wedding Dance

Susan Weidener
Tucson AZ

Our wedding reception was held at an old Victorian
style mansion with wrought-iron gates along Philadelphia’s
Main Line. It was overcast, and all day I watched the sky,
hoping the sun would break through the clouds. But it
never did. The rhododendron’s mauve blossoms in the
outside courtyard of the house were in bloom, but the day
was cool and dreary.

John and I stood with my parents and greeted our
small circle of family and friends. No one was there from
John’s family, of course. His mother had seen to that.

“They’re playing our song,” John said, holding out his
hand to me as we went indoors for our first dance as
husband and wife.

He held me close, his hand cupping mine against his
chest as we danced to “As Time Goes By.” “Casablanca”
was John’s favorite movie and this, of course, was the
movie’s theme song.

John was handsome in an off-white tuxedo that
complimented his dark good looks. My slinky, white
wedding dress clung to my body like the love I felt all over
me for him. Our gold wedding rings gleamed as we held
hands and moved in time to the music.

“I can’t wait to get you alone,” my husband whispered
in my ear. “Here’s looking at you, kid,” he said. He could
recite by heart the entire final farewell scene at the airport
between Bogie and Bergman. He was a great imitator and
even had Bogart’s accent down pat.

“If that plane leaves the ground and you’re not on it,
you’ll regret it. Maybe not today. Maybe not tomorrow.
But soon and for the rest of your life.”

John loved the tragedy and the romance of the story.
He loved Bogie’s heroism of letting the woman he loved go
because it was the right and honorable thing to do. How
could we have known those final tragic moments of two
lovers saying goodbye forever at the close of “Casablanca”
would come our way less than 17 years after that dance at
our wedding? And would it have changed anything if we
had known? I had taken the vows, “in sickness and in
health,” not realizing how fraught with meaning they would
be.

Toward the end of what had turned out to be a seven-
year battle with cancer, John took much of the burden off
me with his decision to go off dialysis. The cancer had
continued to invade his body and his kidneys shut down.
The doctor explained that we were “one of the lucky ones”
because we could rob the disease of its worst ravages by
John simply going off dialysis.

One thing I can say is that watching my husband die
did not make me feel like “one of the lucky ones.”

“I’ve put you through enough these last seven years,”
John said. He was Bogie on the foggy runway of that
airport in Casablanca.

Sometimes, I would dance with John again in my
dreams. I felt the warmth of his body, saw the look in his
eyes as he slowly began making love to me.

“Please don’t go,” I would implore as the dream began
to fade. But he would leave anyway, disappearing up a
winding staircase. I would wake up in my bedroom with
the same flowered wallpaper that had been there when he
was alive, only now the room was laden with the heavy
fragrance of grief.

“No doubt you and I had a special love,” I wrote in my
notebook. “I knew it would be this bad. How could I
replace you — you who loved me so? I will always love
you, my darling John.”

The man I loved, the father of my children, was gone. I
had been cheated out of something that I had yearned for
all my life and then found, only to lose it again in a
heartbeat. 

Untethered
Andrea Copeland

Georgetown TX

When I was growing up, there was one thing I knew
for sure: my parents were infinitely, lovingly devoted to
each other. It wasn’t because they had a strong marriage or
that they were open in their affection for one another. It
was something deeper, like an invisible chord running
between them that kept them connected even when they
were physically apart.

They were like the central core of a circle in which all
other areas of their lives moved. My brother and I,
extended family members, and friends all rotated in that
circle, periodically being drawn into the core, like metal to
a magnet, before returning to the periphery.

They had been married for over 50 years when my
father became ill. At first the doctors were reassuring, but
in spite of all their efforts my father grew progressively
weaker. Mother cared for him and clung to the hope he
would improve, but there were indicators that my father
was indeed down for the count. One of these was when he
became unable to take the trash to the curb, a chore he
would never let my mother do. We all realized this
omission of a seemingly small task was a sign of a much
larger reality.

When he died, my mother drifted through each day
like some inanimate object tied to the end of a space shuttle
tether. She didn’t want to live and was angry that she had

(Continued on page 20)
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been left behind. For seven years she went mechanically
through the motions of living. She tried her best to engage
with family and friends, but she was never fully present
from behind her veil of sadness.

Mother lived in Florida, I lived in Texas with my
family, and my brother and his family lived in New York.
Because my brother and his wife both worked, it was easier
for me to be with Mother when she became ill. I was with
her when she received her diagnosis and when the doctor
told her she had only two months to live. I was speechless,
but her response to me was, “Oh, I’m so relieved and I
hope you are too.” In her mind she was finally going to be
free to join my father.

On the recommendation of the doctor, we family
members made arrangements for hospice. My aunt —
Mother’s youngest sister — and I were to be her primary
caregivers. My husband was a minister and had recently
been called to a new congregation in Texas. Holy Week
and Easter were approaching, and Mother was insistent that
I go home for a few days to share this time with my
husband in his new church. I reluctantly agreed, knowing
that my aunt would provide excellent care in my absence,
and because I knew my brother and his wife were making
arrangements to come to Florida as soon as possible.

Once I was home I became involved in church and
family activities, but continued to check on Mother daily.
My aunt assured me that everything was going well and
that I should stick with the plan to come back to Florida
after Easter.

In the middle of the night, several days before Easter I
had a dream that was so real I sat up in bed, fully awake.
My father had appeared to me and said, “Your mother is
not doing well and I want you to return to Florida right
away.” I woke my husband and we agreed that I would call
my aunt in the morning and begin making plans for an
early return. When I spoke with my aunt she assured me
again that Mother would be fine until I got back after
Easter, but I kept remembering the urgency in my father’s
voice. I decided to leave for Florida immediately.

When I arrived, my mother mildly scolded me for
returning earlier than planned and then added, “But I’m so
glad you’re back.” My sister-in-law arrived from New
York and my brother would be coming within a few days.
Mother’s condition deteriorated rapidly and she slipped
into a coma.

On Easter Sunday morning, one month from the day of
her diagnosis, she joined my father. I realized that even in
death the two of them were still connected, and my father
was watching over her. In spite of the sadness of losing
Mother, we all knew that this was truly a day of
resurrection. Dad had succeeded in getting his message
though loud and clear, and we could feel joy that he would
be there to greet Mother as she was finally unleashed from
her tether. 

Broken Path
Khadijah Lacina

Sana’a Yemen
you feel cold
pink sunset
slip under
your collar

I search
for my voice

lost under
frozen streams

of ice
each word
a puff of
frigid air

a gesture lost
under down jacket

anonymity
three words
to part with
never said

remain unsaid
between us

you broke the path
but refused
to walk it.



My Gift
Shawn Essed

Taneytown MD

On my 32nd birthday Mom wanted to leave her
bedroom. I supported her down the stairs, propped her with
pillows on the old brown sofa, and covered her with
blankets. Then I went back upstairs for the wheeled
hospital stand, the plastic bag, and a can of liquid food.
Partially dozing when I returned, she stirred a little, heaved
her lids half open, “Is it time for my meds?”

“No, Mom. I was going to hook up your feeding tube.”
“I hate food,” she mumbled and closed her eyes again.
Since having her stomach removed the year before,

eating meant cramps, diarrhea and vomiting. But eight days
ago a surgeon at the University of Maryland Hospital gave
us this new way to prolong her life — a feeding tube
directly to her gut. Still, the hospice nurse told me that any
nutrition going into her was feeding the cancer first.

I pulled the tab from the can, poured the milky looking
liquid into the bag and hung it on the post. I let some of the
“food” run down into the tube to remove air bubbles, then
as gingerly as possible I hooked the tube into the hole in
Mom’s side.

My husband had taken the kids shopping for my
birthday gift, so we were alone in the house that morning. I
opened the front windows and a breeze gently lifted the
muslin curtains. Mom seemed peaceful, so I stepped out
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onto the back patio for a few minutes. Birds chirped in the
budding maples and the sky gleamed overhead. The bulbs
Mom and I had planted in the fall were in full bloom: red
tulips, pink and yellow primroses, grape hyacinths. It didn’t
seem right, all of the blooming and chirping and gleaming.

I slid the screen door open again and returned to the
living room to find Mom fidgeting a little, trying to get
more comfortable.

“What is this?” Her skeletal hand fumbled with the
tube.

“It’s your feeding tube.”
“What? Is that how I’m eating?”
There she lay, looking like an old, sick version of me.

Her once Cheshire cat smile always frowned now.
“Give me a sec, Ma,” I said. No thought. No plan.

Only action. I pressed the clamp down on the tube to stop
the flow of liquid, softly removed it from her side, and
hung it on the stand. Then I wheeled the stand out of view.

She looked at me and whispered, “Don’t worry Shawn,
I’m not going to die on your birthday.”

She couldn’t remember how she’d been eating for the
past week, but she did remember it was my birthday. I
hadn’t consciously worried that she’d die on my birthday. I
hadn’t consciously thought at all during those last few
months. Perhaps that was why I dutifully hooked the tube
for the liquid food to pass into the hole in her belly
everyday until then — so my birth and her death wouldn’t
mark the same day.

I knelt next to her, kissed her cheek, and smiled
through my tears. “I’m not worried about that, Mom. You
do what you need to do.”

She closed her heavy lids and tried to smile back at
me. We held hands, both of mine on both of hers.

Later that night she was so weak that my uncle had to
come over to help carry her back up to bed. Two days later,
much against her will, she left us.

Every birthday since then I remember her whisper,
“Don’t worry, Shawn. I’m not going to die on your
birthday.” And every year I’m so grateful that she did not.


In a Motel Room
Sandra Heggen

Kempner TX

I’m in a motel room somewhere around Pecos, Texas.
I’d hoped this trip through the west Texas desert and down
to Big Bend would be a sort of second honeymoon. Bud is
outside in the swimming pool. I should be elated, ecstatic,
but I’m uneasy, not quite depressed. He’s been home on
leave for over a week, out of the three weeks he has
coming, and we have yet to make love. I know we’ve been
married for over five years, but surely, even old married
couples would have found reason by now. He’s been

spending his days out at the stable with The Major and our
evenings at home feel strained and quiet as we sit in
separate chairs to watch television. Something is obviously
amiss, but I don’t know what or how to address it.

Bud comes in through the sliding glass door and, for a
split second, he hesitates, and all I can see is his rangy,
long-geared silhouette against the brilliance of the Texas
desert light and the still, blue water of the pool. I’d like to
think his hesitation is because he got a glimpse of me in my
white chiffon gown and negligee, but it could as well be
that he is simply blinded by coming from the glare outside
into the dark room. I’ll never know.

He heads toward the bathroom without a word. I don’t
know exactly what I expected after carefully donning my
nightwear and perfume, but it wasn’t this sense of
dismissal. My heart drops into the hollow shell I’ve
immediately become, and I drop my hopeful gaze. My eyes
are suddenly hot and dry, and I can’t swallow the lump in
my throat or all the fiery anguish will come pouring out.

I sit on the edge of the bed, a pale statue in flowing
sheer robes. I’m not thinking, just lost and drowning in
pain. If I were thinking, I’d be asking myself what’s wrong
with me (with me, mind you, not him) and wondering what
I did to cause him to become so icy. He’s been gone for
nearly a year and, while his letters lately haven’t been as
full of longing and suggestive phrases, and my phone calls
to him never seem to reach him in his barracks room, I find
all sorts of reasons. I can’t call them excuses. I might have
to face what I don’t want to know, don’t even want to
vaguely consider. So I don’t.

Finally he comes out of the bathroom, his dark hair
still damp and glistening, his beard stubble already thick
enough to nearly conceal his lower face. He always grows a
beard when he’s on leave, because he can in such a short
time, and because it helps him to feel as far as possible
from the army discipline that a clean-shaven face forces
him to remember. He still hasn’t spoken but he’s coming
toward me and my heart lifts in hope as I look up into his
dear, but expressionless, face. He pushes me back onto the
bed, not harshly, but not carefully, either, not like someone
who doesn’t want to hurt something precious.

He carefully separates the edges of my negligee and
pulls up my gown, helping me lift my hips to ensure that it
goes all the way to my waist. Still not a word has he
spoken. It’s finally going to happen. We’re going to make
love! My hands roam over his slim body as he positions
himself above me and slowly lowers his weight with very
little foreplay. He doesn’t really look at me. He doesn’t kiss
me, either. I wonder about that. And then his breath comes
fast and so does mine, as I rise to meet him. It’s done.

My heart breaks, though I don’t quite realize it yet. All
I know is that now I understand the difference between
making love and having sex, and it’s not something I ever

(Continued on page 22)
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wanted to know. He rolls off me, pulls the sheets down on
the other side of the bed to slip between them and soon is
snoring, his back toward me. I haven’t yet moved, trying to
process what just happened and unable or, rather,
unwilling. I finally sit up, remove the filmy robes that I’d
hoped would entice him to love me, and slip between the
sheets on my side.

As I lie there watching the late desert sunset quickly
turn to night, the lump is back in my throat, and I can feel a
hot tear course down my cheek to become icy in the chill,
air-conditioned, false atmosphere of an impersonal motel
room. 

Life and Death
Lynn Swanson

Austin TX

“What do you think of a person ending their own life?”
Andrew asked in a quiet voice.

What he meant and couldn’t ask was, “Would you
support me if I gave up my fight against AIDS? Shouldn’t
my family remember me as I lived, not as I lay dying,
drowning in my own fluids with a look of terror on my
face? I know you are my nurse and are supposed to help me
live, but if I needed your help, would you help me die?”

All those things were what he meant and could not ask.
My reply was equally veiled.

“I believe a person has the right to decide how to
live…and how to die.”

Looking into his tired blue eyes, I knew Andrew was
serious. Twice a week I visited Andrew and his partner
Juan. Andrew, the healthier of the two, had purchased
private health and disability insurance before there was a
test for HIV. Juan’s care waxed and waned with the
availability of county assistance funds.

Since I lived closer to Andrew than the other nurses, I
would answer his page even when I wasn’t on call.
Antibiotics, pumps, central line dressing changes, and lab
draws were the foundation of a growing friendship.

Juan’s family thought he had cancer. It was easy to
keep them insulated from the truth as they were uneducated
and didn’t speak English. His mother came up from
Mexico and didn’t understand medical terms or recognize
names of HIV/AIDS medications.

“He get better?” She quizzed me on a visit after
another hospitalization.

“He looks better,” I replied, giving her my Nancy
Nurse fake smile. She smiled broadly in her own blissful
ignorance, wiped his brow with a wet washcloth and patted
his arm. Juan looked at me gratefully and mouthed
“thanks” in his weakened state.

Another week passed and Juan and Andrew were both
hospitalized. Juan worsened and, although Andrew rallied,
he remained hospitalized to be near Juan. Juan’s family

surrounded Juan’s bed as he struggled against death and
eventually drowned in pneumonia.

Andrew’s mom swooped in from some northern state.
Since Juan had died, there was nothing holding Andrew in
Texas and she declared her son would move back home.
His brother would give up his room and Andrew would
rejoin his family for whatever time he had left.

There were a few more visits with carefully worded
questions from Andrew. What would happen if someone
took…too much insulin…or too many sleeping pills? How
many are too many? How would one dispose of the
evidence? What would happen? We spoke in guarded
words and cryptic messages.

Then as the move back north became more immanent,
Andrew called and casually asked, “Where are the large
syringes that I used when I was on TPN? I thought Juan
placed the leftover ones in my long cabinet, but I just can’t
get down to look for them.”

“You know,” I just as casually replied, “I think I did
see them in the cabinet. I’ll drop by.”

When I arrived, Andrew was swaddled with blankets
in his favorite chair — one more futile effort to warm his
thin frame. Andrew’s mom and attorney were seated, one
on each side of Andrew, talking over him as if he were
invisible. The conversation concerned transportation home,
moving of furniture, and the sale of the house. Andrew’s
blue eyes caught mine. He leaned back in the chair, smiled
weakly, and shrugged his shoulders.

“I’m going to check your supplies,” I said as I stepped
into the bedroom. I can still see his room, windows open,
the curtains billowing, fresh air diluting the illness in the
room. The large syringes were on the bottom shelf in the
back of the long cabinet. I took one, attached a large bore
needle and placed it on the bedside table next to the neatly
arranged full bottles of sleeping pills and a vial of insulin.
A needle box was on the floor next to the bed.

Stepping back into the living room I said, “Okay, I’m
leaving. Let me know if you need anything.”

Andrew raised his head, smiled, and softly said,
“Bye.” His mother and attorney merely nodded as I showed
myself out.

The following morning was a Saturday, and I was at
the YMCA with my kids when I was paged with the simple
message, “Call Andrew’s mom.”

I called from the pay phone at the YMCA. When
Andrew’s mom picked up, she choked out the words, “He’s
gone.”

I moaned and leaned on the cinder block wall next to
the payphone. Damn. This was real, it wasn’t a concept, it
wasn’t a “what if?” This was real. I guess I thought he
would be so afraid of death that he wouldn’t take action.

Tears flowed and, as I sobbed, I told his mom I would
come over as soon as possible. After dropping my kids off
at home, I raced to Andrew’s home.
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The funeral home was leaving with Andrew’s body.
His mom repeatedly said, “I just hope he didn’t suffer.”
While she made calls, I went to his bedroom. Pill bottles
were still lined up neatly on the bedside table…empty.
There was the needle box on the floor. Peering in, I saw the
solitary syringe and empty insulin vial. As I left, I gave his
mom another hug and honestly said that Andrew did not
suffer, not at all. Andrew just went to sleep and simply did
not wake up.

Andrew was going to die. Twenty years ago there was
no treatment that could have saved him. He merely chose
the least painful way of leaving this world. Andrew decided
how he lived and he decided, with great courage, how he
would die.

I think of Andrew often, and always when I have my
windows open and the curtains billow. 

Unlooked-For Gifts
Along for the Ride

Brit Williams
Austin TX

We sit on our hand-me-down couch contemplating
what to do with our first wedding anniversary money. My
hopes are set on a new couch, something sophisticated and
cozy that would spruce the place up a bit. But just as I am
about to suggest that the plaid hide-a-bed we are sitting on
is in desperate need of replacement, Spence gives me the
puppy dog eyes and comes out with it.

“You might think I’m crazy,” he says. “But let’s use
the money to get bikes. I want us to go mountain biking
together.”

Mountain biking? Yuck. My decorating dreams
dwindle.

Looking over at my husband, my mother’s motto
comes to mind: Just go along for the ride. I force myself to
be a good sport and not groan out loud.

“Okay,” I say, looking into his pale blue eyes and
smiling, a reassurance to us both that I am still the fun wife
he married last year. And so I watch $800 drain out of our
savings account with zero expectations, trying not to
compare our plaid sleeper sofa with the leather couch I just
saw at the Pottery Barn outlet for 40% off.

Despite the fact that his mother hounded me about
getting some “decent furniture” on her last visit, Spence
continues to remind me, “Who cares what other people
think!” I trusted him as we broke conventions planning our
wedding, and I want to trust him now.

A veteran behind the handlebars, Spence spends hours
in the garage assembling and tweaking our new red Ibex

bikes to perfection. The dreaded moment finally arrives and
we head to the park for my first lesson. I expect him to get
frustrated with me, like Dad used to on our sailing trips. I
called them “Un-Joy Rides” because whether or not the
breeze was working for him, the beer would and, sooner or
later, the highly tedious pastime would require some
patience. Dad would blow his cool right in the middle of
the Intercostals waterway and blame the six-year-old across
from him for the whole thing going wrong.

I still fear that Spencer will lose his temper or give up
on me when I require a little patience. He is nothing like
my father, yet the old adage that most women marry men
like their fathers still haunts me. Have his true colors yet to
shine?

We take it easy at first. This is not the Mongoose I
grew up riding. Replaying the lesson Spencer gave me in
the garage before we left, I attempt the balancing act of
remembering gears and pedaling all at once.

“So which hand is the front brake?” I ask.
“Remember, be right back,” he exaggerates. “Then

you won’t forget left is front.”
I change gears to increase resistance and squeeze my

right hand. Wrong. The front brake almost shoots me over
my handlebars. This is worse than piano lessons. Or sailing.

This time I do groan out load.
“Ugh,” I grunt, slamming my muddy cleat into the

pedal clip. Looking down at my dirt-caked legs, I imagine
them cleanly shaven, resting leisurely on some fine Ethan
Allen leather, supporting me as I read the afternoon away.

“Here,” he says, clipping out with ease and walking
over to assist me. “Try this.” His extra dose of calm evens
us out. We stop under the blistering sun and he gives me
another ten-minute remedial session like he does each time
my frustration level rises. Patiently demonstrating what
he’s already shown me a hundred times, he tosses in some
encouragement with each corrective measure. I see
elements of my husband that could never surface sitting on
a fancy couch, even the Lancaster Leather sofa from
Restoration Hardware, the Rolls Royce of couches.

“Yeah, but doesn’t it seem like the trouble outweighs
the fun?” I say. Sweat drips into my eyes, clouding my
vision. Spence looks like an angel.

“No,” he says, looking at me like I miss this whole
point.

It must be a guy thing. I run my cleat through the dirt
as he walks over to wipe the sweat beads from under my
eyes with his thumb. Lifting my chin, he says, “Because I
get to be out here with you.”

I sink onto my unforgiving seat. This man amazes me.
“Honey, you’re doing great,” he says, looking upon

me proudly. Spence leans in to give me a perspired kiss, a
silent reminder that my marriage is not an appalling adage.
I did not marry my father after all. Not even remotely.

(Continued on page 24)
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I have someone who will teach me and watch me
learn, a guide who will build me up until I’m ready to go
without training wheels. Someone who doesn’t shy away
from difficulty. And he doesn’t just bring me along, he
teaches me how to ride — even if it takes all day.

Pulling over under a welcoming tree, we suck water
out of our Camelbaks like nursing babies. Our sticky faces
meet for another unconditional kiss and I concede to myself
that this is worth it; no couch or interest loan feels this
good.

“I,” he says, chasing down his breath, “love you.”
Peering into his grimy face, I want to say, “I know.”

Sure, he adores me when I’m the fun-loving wife he took
on the altar last year, but this sweaty man before me knows
I get easily flustered and require a long fuse. And yet he
loves me. He knew what he was getting and signed up
anyway. My best friend, best lover, and best playmate,
Spence teaches me that there is a completely different way
to live than what the statistics say I have a right to expect.
 And I want to defy the odds for as long as we both shall
live.

“Want to hit the backside again before we call it
quits?” he asks.

“Sure,” I say, “I’m just along for the ride.” 

Metamorphosis
Linda Hoye
Auburn WA

I knew there was a problem before the x-ray confirmed
it. Like most sixteen-year-old girls, I wanted to fit in and
look the same as my friends. But I had known for some
time that something was different about the way that my
body was changing. It started gradually, with my clothes
not quite fitting the same. In time, I noticed a visible
change in the height of my shoulders and hips, and realized
that one side of my waist curved in while the other stayed
almost straight. I began wearing oversized shirts to hide the
asymmetry, which allowed me to keep these odd changes
secret for some time. When a routine visit to the doctor
prompted an x-ray of my torso, however, my secret was
out.

I was referred to an orthopedic surgeon in Vancouver,
BC, a four-hour drive from our home. A trip to the city was
generally reason for excitement, but my enthusiasm rapidly
waned as I sat in Dr. Tredwell’s office with my parents. We
watched as he drew lines on my x-ray and calculated the
degree to which my spine was curved. He explained that
the condition was called idiopathic scoliosis, which I later
learned simply means a curvature of the spine of unknown
origin. Dr Tredwell recommended surgery. He wanted to
insert a Harrington rod in my spine, since the curve would
continue to worsen without treatment. After surgery, I

would be wrapped in a full body cast to protect my spine
during the many months of healing to follow. By the time
we left the surgeon’s office, we had set a date for the
operation. I was astonished at how quickly my life had
changed.

A few months later, we traveled back to Vancouver,
where I was admitted to a hospital and prepared for
surgery. Over the next two weeks, I spent most of my days
in bed attached to pulleys and weights that stretched my
back. My hips ached from the constant pull of the traction.
To make matters worse, my parents had to return to work,
and I was left alone. I always was a shy girl, but I forced
myself to reach out to others on the ward and make new
friends.

Following the surgery, I awoke on a narrow bed called
a Stryker frame — a stretcher just wide enough for my
body, with armrest attachments on each side. The stretcher
was attached to a frame in a way that allowed it to be
rotated 180 degrees. Every few hours, the nurses would
place a second stretcher on top of me, place my arms by my
side, and strap me into the contraption. Then, in one swift
movement, they would flip me so I was staring down at the
floor or up at the ceiling.

Forced to remain flat on my back or stomach, only
able to move my arms, I had to learn new ways of doing
everyday tasks. One of my biggest challenges was learning
to eat a meal while lying flat on my back. The nurses
adjusted a standing mirror beside my bed, allowing me to
see the reflection of a plate of food placed upon my chest. I
got to be pretty good at using the mirror to pick up larger
pieces of food, but I was never happy to see peas on my
plate.

I also learned to rely more on my imagination. Unable
to lift my head or rise from my prone position, I began
visualizing television programs while listening with an
earphone, and I became fairly good at imagining faces as I
talked with new nurses whom I couldn’t see.

After three weeks in the Stryker frame, getting flipped
every two hours, my back finally healed enough to allow
the doctor to apply my full body cast and move me to a
regular hospital bed. I still was unable to sit up or get out of
bed. Yet it was the first step toward going home, and I was
delighted.

When the cast had dried, I was driven home in an
ambulance. I felt a little bit like a celebrity as the
ambulance pulled into our driveway and some neighbors
came out to knock on the window to greet me.

I was confined to bed over the next four months and
had no choice but to allow others to care for me. It was a
nightmare for a sixteen-year-old girl to deal with the loss of
her independence. Even my personal toiletry habits were no
longer private. I was forced to deal with the indignity of
having someone else care for me in that way.
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In order not to fall behind in my schoolwork, I had
enrolled in correspondence classes. One of the unexpected
benefits was the ability to take writing and literature classes
not offered at my school. I spent many lonely days, while
my parents were at work and my sister was at school,
working on my assignments and nourishing my passion for
writing.

A lighter walking cast, which I wore for two months,
eventually replaced the heavy body cast. No longer
confined to bed, I quickly caught up with my friends and
moved back into the social circle I missed so much.

When the time came to emerge from my plaster
cocoon, I was pleased to find a body that I could learn to
love. Some of the spine curvature would always remain,
but I was thankful for the obvious improvement. Less
evident, though just as real, were the changes I found in my
character. During my long recuperation period, I relied on a
level of self-sufficiency and inner strength that I hadn’t
known I possessed. This was my true metamorphosis, from
a self-conscious child to a young woman confident in her
ability to survive. 

Bus Ride
Khadijah Lacina

Sana’a Yemen

This year has been a time of change and uncertainty. A
time of trying to adjust to simply not being well, always
hoping that some doctor, at some point, will figure out what
is wrong with me and will make it all better. A time of not
knowing what the near future will hold — a return to the
States, a new home here in Yemen? There are so many
things in the balance, and the only thing to do is to wait and
be patient.

Once or twice a week, my husband will say, “Wanna
go for ride?” And within ten minutes I have all my hijaab
on, my good old Reeboks tied, and I am out the door. We
walk, arm in arm, to the nearest large street, and wait for a
bus. Each route has its own signal. Move your finger in a
downward spiral for Daairee, or Ring Road. Hayl is a back
and forth rocking motion with your hand, and so on. If it
doesn’t much matter which bus you get on, simply point
down, as in, “Stop right here,” or , as I usually end up
doing, wave frantically at the bus and hope it will stop!
Being a Muslim country, the buses are segregated; women
and men do not sit side by side in the same seat, unless they
are married, or have a familial relationship, such as mother
and son or sister and brother. So, at times I sit next to
another woman, but I like it best when my husband and I sit
side-by-side, holding hands and enjoying the ride.

Nighttime is the best time for bus riding. The streets
are lit up, as are the beautiful stained glass windows in
many of the buildings. People are out shopping and
visiting. The restaurants and juice and tea shops are full of

men, some sitting at tables sipping freshly made lime or
mango juice, others crouching on the ground eating bean
sandwiches and drinking tea. Men who have never met
before sit at the same tables and talk and laugh, and when
someone new comes in they invite him to join them. Some
men wear t-shirts and jeans, some wear khakis and a button
down shirt. Others wear a long thowb that extends to below
their knees, while others wear a colorful plaid wrap-around
skirt called a mahwaz and a button-down shirt. Many of
them wear business jackets, no matter what else they are
wearing, as well as jaambiyas, the daggers that many
Yemeni men wear around their waists.

Tall, regal looking Sudaanee women in their long,
earth-toned overgarments walk behind smiling Somali
women dressed in brightly colored tie-dye scarves. Most
Yemeni women wear black, but not all. Children dash
across streets, or walk along between their parents, tugging
on their hands and asking for sweets or a little toy or hair
bauble from the merchants’ carts. Tarps are spread out
along many of the streets, the men selling everything from
cell phones to homemade incense to slick polyester running
shorts. Men and children, selling dishes, car parts, maps,
tissues, water, and other assorted items, walk from car to
car at the stoplights, hawking their wares. Beggars also
walk from car to car, and bus to bus — sometimes a
woman with a baby, sometimes a blind man being led by a
child, sometimes a small child alone. When they receive
money, they bless the giver and move on. One can never
tell who will give to them. It could be a man in a business
suit, a fully covered woman with a couple of children in
tow, or a group of teenage boys. Generosity is the norm.
Even at the restaurants a beggar is always given some food
and a hot cup of tea.

I love it when the window is open, so the cool air
filters through my veil as we speed between intersections.
Sometimes the driver will play Qur’aan recitation, which is
beautiful and always touching. Other times they will play
rowdy Arab love songs. When that happens I pretend I am
in a National Geographic special, or in a movie, flying
through the streets of an exotic foreign country, the sound
track in the background. The Qur’aan recitation, though, is
always best, as it helps me to clear my mind and keep
things in perspective.

Sometimes the drivers drive crazily, and that can be
scary, but it is also thrilling to be flying through the streets,
careening around other vehicles and the occasional street-
sweeping garbage man or bicycle cart selling homemade
ice cream. More than once, when I have been sitting near
the door, the woman next to me has grabbed me and pulled
me closer to her, as if to keep me from falling out. The
Yemenis do not have the personal space issues that we
have in the West. They have no problem with sitting on the
laps of complete strangers (of the same sex, of course).

(Continued on page 26)
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Men hold hands with their male friends, and women link
their arms and hold hands as well. On the buses, men sit
four in a seat, their arms around each other, no space
between them, and they simply don’t mind. It took me
awhile to get used to this closeness, but I have come to
enjoy the feeling of sisterhood that comes of it. This
woman I don’t even know grabs me and pulls me over to
her to keep me safe; that is a pretty nice feeling.

These bus rides have been a blessing to me this
summer, in so many ways. Being out with my husband,
holding hands and joking together, feeling the speed and
the wind on my face, breathing the cool night air, mixing
with people. They almost always contain moments of
almost childlike delight, when I can forget the pressures
and issues in the rest of my life, and just sit back, and enjoy
the ride. 

Self-Acceptance
Aquarius Waning
Morgan O’Donnell

Denton TX

Lacy shadows filter the light of the dying December sun
Bittersweet gold from the sky
Empty tree branches waving good-bye

In the mirror silver roots haunt the summer of my strawberry
blonde

The stranger staring back has my eyes
Across the dinner table another stranger, my daughter
Round flesh on the face proclaims her youth
Slender hips hint at the womanly curves to come
At seventeen her long-legged stride turns eyes, turns heads

Over half a lifetime ago that power belonged to me
Men trailed behind the golden comet of my youth
As I strode carelessly into life

Now on the cusp of midlife
I am seldom seen by men,
Dismissed by a lack of youth, a lack of litheness
Instead they appraise me carefully, if meeting my eyes
Seeing the warrior I’ve become, many turn away
Seeking a kitten and fearing the jaguar

And still a few remain
And meet the eye steadily
Brothers, equals, friends
And one,
One risks the claws of the jaguar
Admires the silver in a black coat
Standing firm in the face of a snarling growl
Basking in the light of the slanting sun  

Blonde to Distraction
Jane Louise Steig Parsons

Austin TX

The eye is attracted to the lightest part of what it sees.
That’s why I want to be blonde,
not just grey around the edges.

Blonde, to distract from the lines that branch
into a multitude of downward swooping valleys
revealing ancient sternness
in an otherwise happy face.

Blonde, to distract from the pointillism of cheeks and chin,
those tiny intertwining dots of acne red, vein blue,
liver spot brown and calcium deposit beige.

Blonde, to distract from unwelcome allergy puffs
protruding boldly below my eyes.

Blonde, to make me look the way I still feel inside:
luscious, silky smooth, moist, and delicious.  

If I Envy Anyone
Karen Wampold Levine

Spring TX

If I envy anyone, it’s the woman whose children
behave when she says so, whose grown up children
consider her a fount of wisdom and consult her on life’s
most sticky issues: selecting a mate, disciplining children,
handling finances. They call her often to tell her they love
her and always remember her special days, her birthday,
Valentines Day, even Halloween. Her husband calls her
twice a day and is always on time for dinner. He brings
flowers and chocolates and tells her she looks just the way
she did when they first met.

If she is stopped by the police for some minor traffic
infraction or by the airport police for having a sealed bottle
of Tabasco in her carry on, when she explains that she was
speeding because she was late for her yoga lesson or that
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her bottle of sauce is obviously harmless, they accept her
explanation and apologize for stopping her.

The woman I envy wears clothes straight off the rack
at the discount and resale shops. She never has anything
altered and weighs exactly what she weighed the day she
graduated from college. She never second-guesses herself
about how she raised her children; because they turned out
so well, they are universally admired and adored by their
grandparents and their communities.

This woman whom I admire is the me I dreamed I
would become when I was looking out the window, instead
of paying attention in my trigonometry class, the woman of
my imagination, before I realized that life is full of pitfalls
and potholes, blind corners, and moral dilemmas to which
none of us are immune. I still dream of her but, having had
several doses of reality, understand she is nowhere but in
the minds of us women all over the world who clean up
messes, mend rips in new jackets, make meals for a week
from a pound of ground meat and chicken, and entertain
their mothers-in-law when they come to town for a visit.

The only thing lacking in the lives of real women is
appreciation and recognition. Nobel prizes are not awarded
for carpooling the neighborhood kids to soccer practices
and Scout camps. What keeps the real woman going is the
deep, gut-intuitive knowledge that if she and all her
compatriots stopped producing their products, the world
would collapse within 24 hours. 

Sunday Morning
Shawn Essed

Taneytown MD

I throw a towel across my shoulders and ascend
a worn path through vanilla-scented pines,
to a hot spring in the Jemez Mountains.
Not the church of my youth; nonetheless, the house of

God.

My feet cross a snowy stream, I glance upward.
Clear, deep, infinite blue.

Nearing the spring voices grow louder.
Arriving I see nude bodies
already bathing: couples, hippies, groups of college kids...
Steam rises.

I choose the second pool.
The top one is too hot.
The ones below too cool.
A couple and a man sit in my pool.

Disrobing, I try to hide behind my own arms.
Easing into the water. Its heat penetrates
my toes, calves, thighs, hips,
belly, back, breasts, shoulders,
up to my neck. My skin ignites.
I sit mid-way between the couple and the man
and he speaks,
“It’s unusual to see a woman here alone.”

Closing my eyes to escape his stare,
Listening to small waterfalls rush
over carefully placed boulders. The organ.
The naked man speaks again,
wants to get to know me...
Stands so I can see the ring in his penis.

Turning my head, sinking deeper
into the pool to hide
my exposed flesh. Resigning to the heat.
I feel like a peach
in August.
Now he’s asking me about my job...

Standing, water dripping, skin steaming,
stepping away. I pull my dress over my damp head,
roll bra and panties into my towel. He watches.
Stumbling I descend the mountain.  
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Stories from the Heart V will bring women from around the
country to celebrate our stories and our lives. Through
writing, reading, listening, and sharing, we will discover
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our memories, how we can tell our stories. We welcome
readers, writers, storytellers, and any woman with a past,
present, and future. Come, learn, share, and celebrate with
us as we honor our stories!

For more information, visit
http://www.storycircle.org/Conference/
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Embracing the Whole
Dana Curtin
Landrum SC

The pen moves almost without my guidance.
The hand that holds the pen is older now;
freckles, wrinkled skin, a scraped knuckle.

I had thought it would look younger.

The pen has known how to write
darkness and loneliness better than

light-heartedness and joy.
I have slowly begun to accept both sides,
the wisdom of star shine along with the

sunlight of day.

Just as there is the seed of night
in every day,

and the seed of light
in the deepest darkness,

I see now these opposites as
seamless halves of the

same eternal circle.

It is time to embrace the whole.
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